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Abstract

This paper explores gaze prediction in dynamic 360◦ im-

mersive videos, i.e., based on the history scan path and

VR contents, we predict where a viewer will look at an

upcoming time. To tackle this problem, we first present

the large-scale eye-tracking in dynamic VR scene dataset.

Our dataset contains 208 360◦ videos captured in dynam-

ic scenes, and each video is viewed by at least 31 subject-

s. Our analysis shows that gaze prediction depends on it-

s history scan path and image contents. In terms of the

image contents, those salient objects easily attract viewer-

s’ attention. On the one hand, the saliency is related to

both appearance and motion of the objects. Considering

that the saliency measured at different scales is different,

we propose to compute saliency maps at different spatial s-

cales: the sub-image patch centered at current gaze point,

the sub-image corresponding to the Field of View (FoV), and

the panorama image. Then we feed both the saliency maps

and the corresponding images into a Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) for feature extraction. Meanwhile, we also

use a Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) to encode the his-

tory scan path. Then we combine the CNN features and

LSTM features for gaze displacement prediction between

gaze point at a current time and gaze point at an upcom-

ing time. Extensive experiments validate the effectiveness

of our method for gaze prediction in dynamic VR scenes.

1. Introduction

There is an emerging interest in viewing 360◦ VR con-

tents in head-mounted displays (HMD) in place of a rectan-

gular one on the screen. Commodity omnidirectional cam-

eras such as Google Jump, Nokia OZO, Facebook 360, etc.

are readily available to generate high quality 360◦ video

contents and provide viewers with an immersive viewing

experience. Social media platforms including YouTube and

Facebook also support viewing 360◦ videos with or without

HMDs. Same as 2D images and videos, the most intrigu-
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ing problem in 360◦ videos, from both the commercial and

technology perspectives, is to determine where a user would

look at in the video. A successful solution will greatly ben-

efit VR content creation.

The link between our task and 360◦ video setup. i)

In gaze prediction on standard videos, users PASSIVELY

watch the videos. In 360◦ immersive videos, users can AC-

TIVELY rotate the heads and body and decide where he

looks. ii) Previous saliency detection in 360◦ videos watch-

es STILL scene, so they can directly collect the eye fixation

of all participants at the same scene for generating ground-

truth. Our scene is DYNAMIC, for each frame, where a

participant looks depends on its starting point and his de-

cision on movement direction. So it is extremely difficult

to annotate ground-truth for saliency detection. iii) our task

is doable because we can collect the ground-truth, and this

task is useful for many applications (as listed below).

This paper explores gaze prediction in 360◦ videos, aim-

ing to study the user gaze behavior in 360◦ immersive

videos. It shows the necessity and challenges for gaze pre-

diction in this dynamic 360◦ immersive videos because of

its importance for user behavior analysis while watching

360◦ VR videos and benefiting the data compression in VR

data transmission [41]. Further, VR gaze prediction can al-

so benefit applications beyond 360 videos: once we predict

the viewing region of each participant viewer in upcoming

frames, we can further improve user-computer interactions

by tailoring the interactions for this specific viewer. In VR

games, it is essential to effectively design different difficul-

ty levels of the game for different players. For example, if

we can reliably detect gaze in the current frame and predict

its motion in future frames, we can change the degree of d-

ifficulty of the game on the fly: positioning rewards closer

to the gaze region to make it easier or farther away to make

it more difficult.

Despite tremendous efforts and achievements on salien-

cy detection and gaze tracking, there is only a handful of

work that focuses on studying how users watch a 360◦

video, largely due to difficulties in tracking gaze beneath

the HMD: the eyes are covered by the HMD and traditional

camera-based tracking is not directly applicable. The diffi-
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Datasets Scene Videos Video clip duration Frames/Images Viewers Ground-truth annotation HMD Outputs

Sitzmann et al. [36] Static - - 20 86 Eye tracking and Head movement in VR Oculus DK2 Fixation points and Head position

Rai et al. [34] Static - - 98 40-42 Eye tracking and Head movement in VR Oculus DK2 Fixation points and Head position

Yu et al. [42] Dynamic 10 10sec 2,500 10 Head movement in VR Oculus DK2 Head position

Lo et al. [30] Dynamic 10 60sec 15,000 50 Head movement in VR Oculus DK2 Head position

Corbillon et al. [5] Dynamic 7 70sec 16,450 59 Head movement in VR Razer OSVR HDK2 HMD Head position

360◦ Sports [19] Dynamic 342 NA 180,000 5 Annotate salient object in panorama Without using HMD Manually labeled bounding box

Ours Dynamic 208 20sec - 70sec 210,000 25 Eye tracking in VR HTC VIVE Fixation points and Head position

Table 1. The basic properties of the existing 360◦ video datasets.

Figure 1. The examples of our Dataset

culties in gaze tracking in VR setting consequently restricts

gaze prediction in 360◦ videos. In this work, we employ an

emerging in-helmet camera system, a ’7invensun a-Glass’

eye tracker, that is able to capture eye locations for con-

ducting gaze tracking when a user views a specific frame in

360◦ videos. Then we embed it into an HTC VIVE headset.

With this device, we create a large-scale VR gaze tracking

dataset by collecting the eye fixation of viewers with a gaze

tracker deployed in an HMD when they watch 360◦ videos

in a real immersive VR setting (the users also wear the ear-

phones when they watching VR videos). Our dataset con-

sists of 208 360◦ video clips viewed by 30+ human subjects,

and the length of the videos range from 20 to 60 seconds.

Examples in Fig. 1 show some examples on different clip-

s. With this dataset, we conduct the gaze prediction in VR

videos.

Next, with this dataset collected with an HTC VIVE

headset and 7invensun a-Glass eye tracker, we conduct the

gaze prediction in dynamic VR videos. Specifically, we

present a deep learning based computational model toward-

s robust VR gaze prediction. Recall that watching 360◦

videos is different from watching perspective 2D videos: in

the former, a viewer actively chooses to the direction watch

(e.g., by turning his or her head) whereas in the latter they

can only view the video from a fixed pose. In other words,

a viewer will have a much higher degree of freedom when

watching 360◦ videos. Specifically, we leverage an LSTM

module to estimate the viewer’s behavior (watching pattern)

under the fixed FoV. At the same time, we find that a viewer

is more likely to be attracted by salient objects character-

ized by appearance and motion, thus we also take into the

saliency into our consideration, specifically, we consider the

saliency at different spatial scales in terms of video contents

in an area centered at current gaze point, the video contents

in the current FOV, and the video contents in the whole 360◦

scene. Then we feed the images as well as their saliency

maps at different scales into a CNN. Then we combine the

CNN features with LSTM features to predict the gaze dis-

placement from current moment to next moment.

The contributions of our paper are three-fold: i) to our

knowledge, it is the first work that specifically tackles the

gaze prediction task in dynamic 360◦ video; ii) we construc-

t the first large-scale eye tracking database on 360◦ videos

with a gaze tracker deployed in an HMD in a real immer-

sive VR setting; iii) we employ a saliency-driven solution

for gaze prediction, and extensive experiments validate the

effectiveness of our method.

2. Related Work

2.1. Saliency Detection

Tremendous efforts on saliency detection have been fo-

cused on predicting saliency map. In [1] Borji et al. pro-

vide a comprehensive study on existing saliency detection

schemes. Most of the models are based on the bottom-up

[10] [2] [14] [23], top-down [25] [13] [8] [22] [29], or hy-

brid approaches to detect salient regions on images. Recent-

ly, advances in deep learning have produced more accurate

models [20] [33] [28] [37] [24]. Some work also attempts

to use low-level appearance and motion cues as inputs or

extend deep learning approaches to more complex scenar-

ios such as stereo images [9] or videos [4] [7] [11] [31] [35]

[32] [16] [12] [6] [18].

Though lots of work has been done for study saliency

in image and video, saliency in VR is still in its primitive

stage. Recently, [36] [34] also propose to study the VR

saliency in static 360◦ images. However, the VR scenes are

usually dynamic. Further, [19] propose to extract salient

objects in VR videos, but the salient objects are manual-

ly annotated with panorama rather than obtained with gaze

tracking in immersive VR. In this work, we leverage an a-

Glass eye tracker for gaze tracking, we can capture the eye

movements of viewers while they are experiencing in im-

mersive VR.

2.2. Gaze Prediction on Egocentric Videos

In egocentric videos, camera wearer is usually an action

doer, moving his/her head and interacting (touching, mov-

ing, etc.) with the objects. Gaze prediction under this set-

ting is usually based on camera’s rotation velocity/direction
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(d) Frequency of fixation in longitude (e) Frequency of fixation in longitude (f) An example of scan path

Figure 2. Dataset Analysis: (a) and (b) shows the average intersection angle of gaze directions, the difference in latitude and longitude

between two viewers over time when they are watching the same videos; (c) and (f) show some examples of viewers’ scan path; (d) and (e)

show the distribution of gaze points in latitude and longitude. (Best viewed in color)

of movement [39] and hand location [26]. In [44], a gen-

erator is used to generate future frames for gaze predic-

tion. The scenes in [44] are indoor scene and relatively easy

(e.g.,cutting food in the kitchen). In contrast, the observer

of 360◦ videos could not interact with the objects in videos,

so the hands information is not recorded. Further, the cam-

era’s motion information is not provided for use. So [26],

[39] cannot be applied. Since our videos contain various

scenes, including sports games, movies, music shows, etc.

Compared with [44], the contents here are more diverse and

change faster and significantly. Currently, video prediction

itself is still an extremely challenging task in computer vi-

sion. The videos generated with [44] under our setting are

very blurry and leads very poor results. It still needs future

efforts to extend [44] for our task.

2.3. 360◦ Video Datasets

Some 360◦ video datasets have been created for viewer

behavior analysis in VR, and based on the ground truth an-

notated in these datasets, they can be categorized into head

movements analysis based datasets and gaze tracking based

datasets. Head movements datasets only record the move-

ments of heads, but even the heads are still, the viewers’

eyeballs are still moving, this is, viewers still actively search

the environment in their Field of View (FoV). So datasets in

this category cannot provide the detailed eye movement in-

formation, and the datasets in this category are usually used

for data compression for VR videos. In contrast, eye track-

ing based VR datasets provide the gaze points (eye fixa-

tion) at a different time. In [36] [34], eye tracker based gaze

tracking has been introduced into the static VR scenes to

study the viewers’ behavior. However, given enough time,

all viewers will explore the same scene even their moving

trajectories are different, so we can integrate their eye fix-

ation and get the saliency map. But for the dynamic VR

scenes, viewers may be attracted by different moving ob-

jects if they are in immersive VR environment, differen-

t viewers may look at different scenes if their trajectories

are different. Therefore it is more challenging than static

scenes. To facilitate the ground truth annotation, in [19],

Hu et al. build a large 360◦ sports videos dataset by asking

viewers manually annotate the salient object with panorama

rather than in HMD screen. However, the HMD based im-

mersive VR experiencing is still different from the panora-

ma. So we propose to use an aGlass eye tracker to record

the gaze points when they are experiencing dynamic immer-

sive VR and build the first gaze tracking dataset for dynamic

immersive VR scenes. We summarize all these datasets in

Table 1.

3. Dataset

In this section, we introduce a large-scale gaze tracking

dataset for dynamic immersive 360◦ videos for VR viewer

behavior analysis∗.

3.1. Data Collection Protocol

Our dataset consists of 208 high definition dynamic 360◦

videos collected from Youtube, each with at least 4k res-

olution (3840 pixels in width) and 25 frames per second.

The duration of each video ranges from 20 to 60 second-

s. The videos in our dataset exhibit a large diversity in

terms of contents, which include indoor scene, outdoor ac-

tivities, music shows, sports games, documentation, short

movies, etc. Further, some videos are captured from a fixed

camera view and some are shotted with a moving camera

that would probably introduce more variance in eye fixation

∗https://github.com/xuyanyu-shh/VR-EyeTracking
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(d) Saliency map in global scale (e) Saliency map in FoV scale (f) Displacement of gaze points

Figure 3. Dataset analysis: (a) (b) and (c) show the coincidence of gaze points with the largest magnitude of optical flow with different

scales; (d) and (e) show the coincidence of gaze points with saliency at different scales; (f) show the displacement between the gaze points

at neighboring frames. (Best viewed in color)

across different users. Fig 1 shows example frames of 360◦

videos in our dataset.

We use an HTC VIVE as our HMD to play the 360◦

video clips, a ’7invensun a-Glass’ eye tracker is mounted

within the HMD to capture the gaze of the viewer. 45 par-

ticipants (25 males and 20 females) aging from 20 to 24

is recruited to take part in the experiment. All participants

were reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision in the

HMD setting and were instructed to freely explore in the

video scene.

We divide all 208 video clips into 6 groups each con-

taining around 35 video clips, participants only watch one

group of the videos each time. Video scenes were played

in a randomized order and the starting point is fixed (0◦ in

latitude and 180◦ in longitude). To alleviate fatigue when

viewing 360◦ videos, we enforce a short break (20sec) be-

tween two video clips and a long break (3 min) in the middle

of a video group. The eye tracker is re-calibrated after each

group when the participants take off the HMD. The total

time for a participant to watch the videos in each group is

approximately 30 minutes including calibration and break.

The total time for collecting this dataset is about 100 hours.

Even though some participants didn’t watch all the videos

in all groups, in the end, each video is watched by at least

31 participants. During the experiment, The Unity game

engine was used to display all scenes and record the view-

er’s heading and gaze direction, we then intersect it with

a 3D-Sphere and project it back to a panorama to acquire

the corresponding heading and gaze coordinate on the video

frames.

3.2. Dataset Analysis

3.2.1 Consistency of Eye Fixation

We calculate the inter-subject the difference of gaze trajec-

tory among different viewers across all videos to measure

the consistency of different viewers when they are experi-

encing immersive VR videos. Specifically, we enumerate

all viewer pairs over each video, then calculate the average

intersection angle of gaze directions, the difference in lat-

itude and longitude between two viewers over time when

they are watching the same videos. Then we average these

measurements over all the videos. The results are shown in

Fig. 2 (a) (b). We can see there exists heterogeneity of view-

ing trajectory of different viewers in dynamic 360◦ immer-

sive videos, because of the change of video contents over

time. Different viewers may be attracted by different con-

tents, and their history gaze path also affects its future eye

fixation.

3.2.2 Distribution of gaze points in latitude and longi-

tude

To explore the gaze pattern of participants in VR environ-

ment, we plot the frequency of projected gaze coordinates

in latitude and longitude respectively as shown in Fig. 2 (d)

and (e). The plot shows an “equator bias” which agrees with

the discovery in [36]. Our study also shows that the scatter

of gaze points along longitude is more severe than that along

latitude. The possible reason is that viewers usually tend to

look left and right more frequently than up and down. We

also compute the average changing time of direction along

longitude for all viewers, which is 2.3. The small changing

time indicates that viewers tend to explore the scene with

the consistent direction along longitude.
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Figure 4. The architecture of our proposed deep neural network.

3.2.3 The relationship between gaze points and salient

regions

Saliency detection assumes those more salient regions at-

tract viewers attention. So we use the SalNet to calculate

the spatial saliency map for each panorama image. Then we

rank the saliency of all pixels in descending order. Based on

the highest/lowest saliency value in each frame, we even-

ly divide these pixels into 10 bins. Based on the bin that

the gaze point associated with the frame falls into, we get a

frequency histogram of the gaze points fallen into different

bins for all videos. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (d). We

can see that gaze points usually coincide with salient points.

Results based on FOV sub-image also show a similar phe-

nomenon in Fig. 3 (e).

People sometimes are attracted by those moving ob-

jects, so temporal saliency is also an important factor for

gaze tracking. Thus we calculate the optical flow with

FlowNet2.0 [21], and the input of FlowNet2.0 is the panora-

ma images of two consecutive frames. We also use the same

way previously used to study the relationship between gaze

points and motion. Results in Fig. 3 (a) show that gaze

points usually coincide with pixels with large motion. Re-

sults based on FOV and local optical flow also show a sim-

ilar phenomenon in Fig. 3 (b) and (c).

3.2.4 The distribution of angles corresponding to gaze

points of neighboring frames

We also show the distribution of angles between gaze points

of neighboring frames. The results are shown in Fig. 3

(f). We can see that usually the displacement between two

temporally neighboring gaze points is very small. In other

words, the gaze point of next frames falls into the neighbors

of current gaze point.

4. Method

4.1. Problem Formulation

We formulate the gaze prediction in VR problem as fol-

lows: Given a sequence of 360◦ VR video frames V1:t =
{v1, v2, . . . , vt} where vt corresponds to the tth frame, and

the gaze points of the pth user corresponding to this video

(L
p
1:t = {l1, l2, . . . , lt} where lt = (xt, yt), xt and yt is

the latitude and longitude of the gaze intersection on a 3D-

Sphere where xt ∈ [0, 360], yt ∈ [−90, 90]), then gaze

prediction aims to regress the future gaze coordinates corre-

sponding to the future T frames:Li where i = t+1, ..., t+T .

It is worth noting that to simplify the problem, following the

pioneer work in gaze prediction in 2D videos [44], currently

we only sample one gaze point for each frame.

The gaze pattern in future frames is related to multiple

factors. On the one hand, gaze points are largely correlated

with spatial saliency which can be inferred from image con-

tents, and temporal saliency which can be inferred from the

optical flow between neighboring frames, as shown in Sec-

tion 3.2 (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the users’ history gaze

path is also a key factor in predicting his/her future gaze

point because different users have different habits in explor-

ing a scene. For example, some users would look up and

down frequently, and some users seldom look up or down.

Another reason for leveraging users’ history gaze path for

gaze prediction is that users tend to explore the whole scene

first by walking along the same longitude changing direc-

tion, i.e. , walking from left to right or from right to left

consistently rather than frequently changing the walking di-

rection, as shown in Section 3.2 (Fig. 2). The relationship

between the gaze prediction and its history gaze path also

motivates us to sequentially predict the gaze point for each

future frame.

Based on above analysis, we formulate gaze prediction

as a task of learning a nonlinear mapping function F which

maps the history gaze path and image contents to the coor-

dinates. Inspired by the recent success of residual learning
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or displacement prediction in image classification [17], face

alignment [43], and pose estimation [3], we propose to pre-

dict the displacement of gaze coordinates between the up-

coming frame and current frame: lt+1− lt. Mathematically,

we formulate the objective of gaze tracking as follows:

F ∗ = argmin
F

obs+T−1∑

t=obs

‖lt+1 − (lt + F (Vt:t+1,L1:t))‖
2

(1)

where obs is the number of observed frames. It is worth

noting that here we only consider the current frame and

next frame and the history gaze path as input when we pre-

dict the gaze point in next frame. Two neighboring frames

characterize the motion information (optical flow), and the

next frame provides contents for saliency characterization.

Then we use a deep neural network to model F (as shown

in Fig. 4. Specifically, our network consists of a Trajecto-

ry Encoder module and a Saliency Encoder module, and a

Displacement Prediction module. Next, we will detail these

models sequentially.

4.2. Trajectory Encoder Module

Trajectory encoder module is designed to encode the his-

tory gaze path of a user. As aforementioned, viewers tend to

explore the scene with the consistent direction along longi-

tude. As for the gaze path direction along latitude, the gaze

points usually are around the equator. In other words, the

gaze path in history frames provides the clue for gaze pre-

diction in future frames. In light of the good performance

of LSTM networks for motion modeling [15], we also em-

ploy an LSTM network to encode the gaze pattern along the

time.

For each video clip, we sequentially feed the gaze points

(l
p
t ) corresponding to history frames in this video sequence

into a stacked LSTM, and denote the output of stacked L-

STM f
p
t+1 at (t+ 1)th frames,

f
p
t+1 = h(lp1 , l

p
2 , ..., l

p
t ) (2)

Here the function h(·) represents the input-output function

of stacked LSTM. In addition, the function h is stacked L-

STMs with 2 LSTMs layers, both with 128 neurons.

4.3. Saliency Encoder Module

As aforementioned, gaze points usually coincide with s-

patial salient regions and objects with salient motions (large

optical flows). In other words, saliency provides an im-

portant cue for gaze prediction in future frames. Thus

we propose to incorporate the saliency prior regarding s-

patial saliency and temporal saliency which is character-

ized by optical flow features for gaze prediction. Howev-

er, the saliency level of the same object at different spatial

scales are different. So we propose to calculate the salien-

cy with a multi-scale scheme, i.e. , i) local saliency: the

saliency of local patch centered at current gaze point; ii)

FOV saliency: the saliency of sub-image corresponding to

current Field of View (FOV); and iii)Global saliency: the

saliency of the global scene. In our implementation, we use

the FlowNet2.0 [21] to extract the motion feature, and the

input of FlowNet2.0 is the panorama images of two consec-

utive frames.

Local saliency. A viewer’s gaze point at next frame de-

pends on the coordinates of current gaze points. So we first

generate a Gaussian window centered at current gaze point

and use it to do the inner product with panorama image and

optical flow map and use it as the spatial and temporal local

saliency maps. It is worth noting that the local image patch

is usually very small, and it usually doesn’t contain a com-

plete object. Rather than using saliency detection method to

calculate the saliency, which is time-consuming, and usual-

ly cannot get very satisfactory saliency detection results be-

cause such a small image patch does not contain a complete

object, our gaussian based saliency approximation demon-

strates effectiveness and efficiency. Further, Gaussian based

local saliency is also on par with that of classical saliency

detection based solution.

FOV saliency. When a user experiencing immersive VR

in HMD, his/her view is restricted by the FOV of the HMD.

So it is necessary to take FOV saliency into consideration.

Specifically, we calculate the saliency map corresponding to

the sub-image in FOV with SalNet [33] which is a state-of-

the-art saliency detection method. As for the motion salien-

cy, we just set the optical flow of pixels outside of the FOV

to 0.

Global saliency. Since the user can actively explore the

VR scene, so it is possible he/she moves his/her head at

next moment, and FOV will change consequently. So be-

sides the local saliency and FOV saliency, global saliency

is also necessary for understanding the scene. Similar to

FOV saliency, we also feed the panorama image into Sal-

Net for spatial saliency detection, and use the optical flow

calculated with the panorama images as a temporal saliency

estimation.

Previous work [27] has demonstrated the effectiveness of

a coarse-to-fine strategy for saliency detection, i.e. , feeding

an initial saliency result together with the original RGB im-

age into a network for better saliency prediction. Motivated

by this work, we propose to concatenate the RGB images,

all spatial and temporal saliency maps, and feed them into

an Inception-ResNet-V2 [38] to extract saliency features for

gaze prediction. We denote z(·) represents the Inception V2

network, and denote S
p
t+1 as all spatial and temporal salien-

cy maps, and denote the saliency features as g
p
t+1, then g

p
t+1

can be obtained as follows:

g
p
t+1 = z(vt+1, St+1) (3)

where z(·) represents the subnet from input to the layer after
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Figure 5. The effect of different components in our model. (Best viewed in color)

global pooling in Inception-ResNet-V2.

4.4. Displacement Prediction Module

The displacement prediction module takes the output of

saliency encoder module and trajectory encoder module,

use another two fully connected layer to estimate the dis-

placement between the gaze point at time t + 1 and gaze

point at time t:

δl
p
t+1 = r([fp

t+1; g
p
t+1]). (4)

, where r(·) represents two connected layers. The function

r contains two fully connected layers with 1000, 2 neurons,

respectively. Once we get the location displacement, we can

compute the gaze coordinate l
p
t+1 at time t+1: l

p
t+1 = l

p
t +

δl
p
t+1. We train the model by minimizing this loss across all

the persons and all video clips in the training-set.

5. Experiment

5.1. Experimental Setup

Following the common setting in trajectory prediction

for crowd [40], we downsample one frame from every five

frames for model training and performance evaluation. In

this way, the interval between two neighboring frames in

our experiments corresponds to 5

25
seconds, and such set-

ting makes our gaze prediction task more challenging than

that for the neighboring frames in original videos. In the

following sections, the frames mentioned correspond to the

sampled ones. Further, we propose to use the history gaze

path in the first five frames to predict the gaze points in next

five frames (obs = 5 and T = 5). We use the observation

(the results of gaze tracking) in the first 1 second to predict

the gaze points in the frames of upcoming 1 second.

We implement our solution on the TensorFlow frame-

work. We train our network with the following hyper-

parameters setting: mini-batch size (8), learning rate (0.1),

momentum (0.9), weight decay (0.0005), and the number of

epoch (5000). In our experiments, we randomly select 134

videos as training data, and use the remaining 74 videos as

testing. Some participants are shared in training and testing,

but the videos in training/testing have no overlap.

We propose to use the viewing angle between the pre-

dicted gaze point and its ground truth to measure the per-

formance of gaze prediction. A smaller angle means the

predicted gaze point agrees its prediction better. Since

our goal aims at predicting a sequential gaze points in a

video for each user, so we use the Mean Intersection Angle

Error(MA) over all videos and all users to measure the per-

formance. For the gaze point in the ith frame (i = 1, ..., T )

with ground truth (x
p
i , y

p
i ) and prediction (x̂

p
i , ŷ

p
i ), the view-

ing angle between them can be represented as di (the way

to compute di will be provided in supplementary materi-

al), then MIAE can be calculated as follows MIAE =
1

TP

∑
i,p di. Here P is the total number of users watching

this video. We then average MAE over all videos. Follow-

ing the work of face alignment [43], we also use cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of all gaze points for perfor-

mance evaluation. A higher CDF curve corresponds to a

method with smaller MAE.

5.2. Performance Evaluation

Since there is no previous work on gaze prediction in

dynamic VR scene. We design the following baselines: i)

saliency based method: we use the location corresponding

to the highest saliency in FOV as gaze prediction; ii) optical

flow based method: we use the location corresponding to

the highest magnitude in terms of optical flow as gaze pre-

diction. iii) saliency encoder: we feed all the saliency maps

and RGB images in different scales into saliency encoder

for gaze point prediction; iv) trajectory encoder only: we

only feed the history gaze path into trajectory encoder for

gaze prediction; v) our model: we employ all the compo-

nents for gaze point prediction.

The results of these baseline methods are listed in Fig. 5

(a), we can see that our method achieves the best of in terms

of CDF. Further, image saliency method and optical flow

based method do not consider the interaction between spa-

tial and temporal saliency, which both attract users’ visual

attention. Both saliency encoder baseline and trajectory en-

coder baseline do not take all factors related to trajectory

prediction, thus corresponds to poor performance. We also

show some predicted gaze points in Fig. 6.

5.3. Evaluation of Different Components in Our
Mothed

Evaluation of the necessity of temporal saliency In or-

der to validate the effectiveness of temporal saliency, we

train a network without optical flow to estimate the dis-
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Figure 6. Qualitative results: ground truth (red, the bigger one), and predicted trajectories from our model (blue, the smaller). The first

two rows show some successful cases and last row shows some failure cases.

placement of viewing angles. We compare the performance

with/without temporal saliency in Fig. 5 (b). We can see that

the network with temporal saliency performs better than the

one without temporal saliency. This is because the network

with temporal saliency takes the different importance of d-

ifferent moving objects into consideration. This agrees with

our findings on our dataset that pixels with a higher magni-

tude of optical flow usually coincident with gaze points.

Evaluation of the necessity of RGB images and salien-

cy maps in the input of saliency encoder We propose

to remove the RGB image and saliency maps in the inputs

of saliency encoder in our framework. Fig 5 (c) shows that

after removing RGB images or saliency maps, the perfor-

mance drops, this agrees with previous work [27] that the

combination of initial saliency map and RGB image leads

to better saliency features.

Evaluation of the necessity of multi-scale inputs To

validate the effectiveness of multi-scale inputs, we train

three networks by removing the inputs corresponds to lo-

cal saliency, FOV related inputs, and inputs related to the

global scene, respectively. The comparison is shown in

Fig. 5 (d). We can see the network with multi-scale inputs

achieves better performance, which validates the effective-

ness of multi-scale inputs for extracting features.

5.4. Coordinates regression vs. displacement re
gression

In our gaze prediction model, we use a multi-layer per-

ceptron to estimate the displacement δlt+1 between viewing

angles at time t + 1 and time t. Besides δlt+1 regression,

we also train a model to directly estimating lt+1 from the

same inputs. Specifically, the MAE of displacement based

and directly coordinate based gaze prediction is 20.96 and

30.72, respectively. The excellent performance of displace-

ment regression strategy validates the effectiveness of resid-

ual regression in gaze point prediction, which agrees with

existing work for image classification and facial/body key

points detection [43], and pose estimation [3].

5.5. Time costs.

Our model is implemented on an NVIDIA Tesla M40

GPU platform with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v4

2.60GHz CPU. We run our program 90 times and calculate

the average running time for each image. The average run-

ning time of our model is 47 ms. If the model runs on CPU,

the time cost is 466 ms.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Our work attempts to understand how users experience

a dynamic 360◦ immersive videos. We have built the first

large-scale eye-tracking dataset for dynamic 360◦ immer-

sive videos, and analyze the dataset in details. Our analysis

shows that temporal and spatial saliency, as well as history

gaze path, are three important factors for gaze prediction.

Then we propose to use the dataset for gaze prediction with

a deep learning framework by taking all these factors into

consideration. Extensive experiments validate the effective-

ness of our method. It is worth noting that there is still space

to improve our method for gaze tracking. For example, cur-

rently, to simplify the problem, we only consider the motion

in a short time interval for gaze prediction. Considering the

motion in a longer time may further boost the performance.

Sound is a very important factor. All videos in our datasets

have sound information, and all participants wore earphone

when watching 360◦ videos. The representation of sound in

360◦ videos is still an open task. We will take sound into

consideration in our future work.
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